CONN-WELD RECEIVING AND STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS
INSPECT FOR DAMAGE DURING SHIPMENT
Conn-Weld G-Master Vibrating Screens are thoroughly inspected prior to shipment;
However, loss or damage may occur during shipping. It is important to do the following upon receiving:
 Check shipment for visible damage
 Account for all items listed on shipping documents
 Report damages or shortages immediately to carrier

SPECIAL TOOLS
Installation of assembled equipment does not require special tools. Standard mechanics tools are all
that is required (sockets, wrenches, hammers, etc...).
Conn-Weld recommends a Huck Gun and Hydraulic Wrench Power Unit Assembly for replacement and
installation of major components. Conn-Weld does not supply but you may contact our purchasing
department for information on where to obtain.

STORAGE

G-Master Mechanisms
The mechanism is shipped from the factory
with a corrosion inhibitor in the oil for the
protection of internal parts during storage.
This oil should be replaced with proper
operating oil before starting the machine.
NOTE: If mechanism(s) need longer than four weeks before start-up, completely drain each mechanism
of all oil and refill with a corrosion inhibiting oil. If unable to locate corrosion inhibiting oil, please
contact Conn-Weld Industries. When ready to commission drain oil completely and follow Conn-Weld’s
standard oil specification supplied in this manual.
Refer to maintenance section for oil change schedule.
Urethane Panels
If your equipment comes installed with urethane panels Conn-Weld recommends the following:
Up to 8 weeks:
Cover with weather resistant tarp to divert direct sunlight
8 weeks to 12 months:
Option 1
Store equipment inside warehouse
Option 2
If storage space is unavailable then urethane panels should be removed
and stored in warehouse until ready to commission
Rubber Components
Components such as V-Belts and Rubber Buffers should be protected from extreme heat, sunlight, or
any chemical, oil, and grease that will deteriorate rubber compounds.

Wooden Crates
If crates are not being warehoused then the following steps should be taken:
Set crate on pallet or accommodating platform to keep from directly setting on ground surface.
Cover with weather resistant tarp.
Note: Conn-Weld makes every effort to predetermine conditions that may have any bearing on
warranty of equipment, parts, and components. However, it is the responsibility of the customer to
take any questionable consideration into account by contacting Conn-Weld personnel and react
accordingly.

